ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

FOREWORD

This general guide is intended
for new players seeking to learn
the basics of Dead by Daylight,
covering the basics of each role
and crucial game mechanics.
Please note that the in-game
tutorial gives new players
practical examples of how the
trials will play out. The
credits/sources for assets used
herein can be found at the end
of this guide.
I hope you enjoy the guide!
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THE MENU SCREEN
I just opened the game, what should I click? What do these
menus do?

The rest of this guide will
focus on the individual roles
and the most important
mechanics of Dead by
Daylight.

PLOT

What is Dead by Daylight? Is there any context to what’s
happening in Dead by Daylight?
Dead by Daylight is an asymmetric action horror game
in which a bloodthirsty, unstoppable Killer hunts down
four Survivors. The Survivors need to repair five
Generators, open the Exit Gates and escape before
the Killer sacrifices them to the Entity, a malevolent
evil responsible for the endless Trials Survivors and
Killers face.
Killers come from all horror genres, ranging from
Michael Myers from Halloween to The Demogorgon
from Stranger Things.

HOW TO PLAY SURVIVOR

By holding the left mouse button for a certain amount of time. The progress towards

YOUR OBJECTIVE
As a Survivor, your main objective
is to escape the Trial. To do so,
repair 5 Generators scattered
across the Map, which will power
the Exit Gates. Survivors may open
and escape through the gates.

Locating Generators

On most Maps, Generators can be
spotted from a distance through the light
poles attached to them.

Repairing Generators
Holding the Left Mouse Button beside a
Generator will start the repairing
interaction. You’ll be faced with Quick
Time Events (Skill Checks) at random
intervals while performing the repairing
interaction.

SKILL CHECKS
Skill Checks are Quick Time Events
Survivors will be faced with at random
intervals while performing various
interactions, the most notable of which
being repairing a Generator.
Succeeding a Skill Check requires the
player to press SPACE while the red
pointer is in one of the highlighted zones:
• Hitting the transparent
section
finishing a Generator
canof
bethe
see through a progress bar.
success zone will resume the repairs
normally.

• Hitting the white section of the
success zone will grant additional
progression towards the repairs.

• Failing a Skill Check will regress the
repair action by a bit and reveal your
location to the Killer.

EVADING THE KILLER
Survivors hear a heartbeat, which gets louder and
more intense the closer the Killer is, when the Killer
approaches them. can take cover behind obstacles
and objects to hide from the Killer. Additionally,
Survivors can crouch by pressing CTRL. Crouching
makes you harder to spot, but it makes your move
more slowly.
Survivors may also hide in
tall grass, bushes, bulrushes,
and bamboo, which makes
them harder to spot.

Lockers
Approach a Locker and press SPACE to hide
inside of it.
While Survivors are in a Locker, they cannot
be seen by the Killer.
The Killer can search Lockers, and in case
they open a Locker with a Survivor hidden
inside, they’ll grab the Survivor and start
carrying the Survivor on their shoulder,
forcing the Survivor to wiggle out before the
Killer takes them to a Hook.

Question: How do I locate a Generator?

WHEN THE KILLER FINDS YOU
Once the Killer finds you, they’ll start chasing you,
seeking to get two hits on you in order to down you
and hook you. Since Killers are faster than
Survivors, the Killer will quickly catch up if you just
run in a straight line.
Survivor can use a variety of objects scattered
around the Map to avoid getting caught, the most
important of which being Windows and Pallets:
§ Windows, openings in the walls
found all across the Map, can be
quickly vaulted over by Survivors
by pressing SPACE when near
one.
§ The fastest vaulting speed is
achieved by approaching the
Window from a 90°-angle.
§ Killers may also vault over
Windows, taking longer than
Survivors to do so, however.
§ Pallets are wooden planks found
across the Map that can be
dropped by Survivors by pressing
SPACE, used to gain distance on
the Killer.
§ Dropped Pallets may be vaulted
over by Survivors and destroyed by
Killers, which renders them
unusable.
§ Dropping a Pallet on a nearby
Killer stuns them temporarily.

On most Maps, Generators can be seen from a distance though the light poles attached to

WHEN THE KILLER GETS TO YOU
The Killer must hit a Survivor twice in order to
down them.
Downed Survivors can be carried to a Hook, and
when hooked three times, Survivors get sacrificed
by the Entity and get eliminated from the Trial.
There are three Health States Survivors can be in:

Healthy
§ Standard Health
State for
Survivors.
§ Normal stats and
abilities.

Injured

Dying

§ Health State of
§
Survivors hit by the
Killer’s main
weapon.
§ Injured Survivors §
grunt in pain and
leave blood trails
behind.
§ Normal stats and §
abilities.

Health State of
Survivors hit by the
Killer’s main weapon
twice.
The Survivor’s
movement speed is
reduced to a slow
crawl.
The only interaction
that can be performed
by the Survivor is
recovering, which
pauses when the
recovering bar
reaches 95%.
§ The Survivor can be
picked up by the Killer
and carried to a Hook.

GETTING CARRIED
Downed Survivors can be picked up by the Killer
and carried to a Hook. Carried Survivors can try
to wiggle out of the Killer’s grasp before they get
hooked.

In order to do so, Survivors are
required to press the A and D
keys
them.interchangeably at a
constant speed.

HOW TO PLAY SURVIVOR
Survivors who manage to wiggle
out before the Killer hooks them
will break free and be put back
into the Injured State, briefly
stunning the Killer in the process.

HOWEVER…
If carried Survivors fail to wiggle out, they’ll get hooked and the
sacrificing process begins/resumes.

THE HOOK
Hooking Survivors is the Killer’s primary objective.
Each time a Survivor is hooked, they reach a new
sacrifice stage:
• Stage One: Hooked Survivors can take a chance
to break free from the Hook on their own, with a
4% chance of succeeding. Failed escape
attempts will speed up the transition to Stage 2.
• Stage Two: Hooked Survivors have to spam
SPACE to fight off the Entity. Stop spamming
SPACE will instantly sacrifice the Survivor.
• Stage Three: Survivors in this stage are sacrificed
by the Entity and are eliminated from the Trial.
The sacrifice bar reaching zero will also sacrifice the
Survivor.

“How do I break free from a Hook?”
The most efficient way of breaking free from a Hook is by letting
your teammates save you. All Survivors can see the locations of a
hooked ally, so they’ll come and save you.
Additionally, hooked Survivors have the above icon on the HUD,
indicating to the remaining Survivors and the Killer that they’re
hooked.

HELPING YOUR TEAMMATES
Rescuing Survivors from the Hook
Hooked Survivors may be rescued by
their teammates.
All Survivors see the location of a
hooked ally, making for an easy rescue.
Unhooked Survivors are put into the
Injured State until healed.

Healing
Dying and Injured Survivors can be
healed by their teammates.
Each complete heal will increase the
healed Survivor’s Health State by one.
The healing interaction will summon
Skill Checks at random intervals, much
like repairing a Generator.

WHEN ALL GENERATORS ARE POWERED
When all 5 Generators have been repaired,
Survivors need to open one of the two Exit
Gates and escape.
The general locations of the Exit Gates are
revealed by “bubbles” that can be briefly
seen immediately after the last Generator
has been powered.

To open a gate, walk up to the switchbox
beside it and hold the Left Mouse Button.
Each completed 33% of the opening
interaction will turn on one of the three red
lights the switchbox has, indicating to other
Survivors and the Killer the progression
towards opening the gate.
After a gate is opened, Survivors are able to
escape the Trial through it regardless of
their current Health State.

Survivors who escaped a Trial are indicated
by a special icon on the HUD.

WHEN YOU’RE THE LAST ONE ALIVE
The last Survivor alive in a Trial has an
alternative way of escaping a Trial, namely
the Hatch.
The Hatch is a trapdoor on the floor that
randomly spawns across the Map,
automatically opening when there is only one
Survivor remaining in a Trial. It can be used
by Survivors to swiftly escape a Trial.
When open, the Hatch emits a distinctive
audio cue to nearby Killers and Survivors.
The Killer can close the hatch, which triggers
the Endgame Collapse.

WHEN THE GROUNDS START COLLAPSING
Opening an Exit Gate or the Killer closing the Hatch
triggers a mechanic known as the Endgame
Collapse.
The Endgame Collapse summons a 2-minute-timer,
which can be seen at the top of one’s screen.

The timer is slowed down to half its runout speed if
any Survivors are hooked or in the Dying State.

When the timer runs out, any Survivors remaining in the Trial
Grounds will be sacrificed.

HOW TO PLAY KILLER

YOUR OBJECTIVE
As a Killer, your objective is to sacrifice
all four Survivors before they repair five
Generators and escape.
Killers can sacrifice Survivors by hanging
them on Meathooks. An individual
Survivors’ sacrifice bar running out or a
them being hooked three times will
summon the Entity to sacrifice them.
In order for a Survivor to be hung on a
Hook, they need to be downed first,
which requires the Killer to hit them
twice with a basic attack. Certain Killers’
powers affect how quickly they can down
Survivors.

TRACKING SURVIVORS
Once you spawn into a match as a Killer, you
need to find and chase down Survivors in
order to hook them.
Since Survivors’ main objective is repairing
Generators, patrolling Generators is a great
way of finding Survivors.
Additionally, Killers see the locations of all
Generators on the Map, making the patrolling
process a lot easier.

Scratch Marks
Survivors leave bright red traces
called “Scratch Marks” when
running. These are only visible
for the Killer and following them
will lead you directly to a
Survivor’s location.

Loud Noise Notifications
When Survivors perform rushed
actions, such as vaulting a
Window/Pallet quickly, dropping
a Pallet, as well as missing a
Skill Check, a loud noise
notification is produced. It
reveals the location in which the
action was performed and is
perceived as a bubble with an
explosion icon.

CHASING SURVIVORS
In order to be able to down a Survivor and
subsequently hook them, the Killer needs to
hit them two times with their basic attack.
There are two types of attack that every Killer
can perform:
• Short Attack: Has a shorter range, but a
smaller cool-down. Can be performed by
pressing the Left Mouse Button.
• Lunge Attack: Has a longer range, but a
longer cool-down. Can be performed by
holding the Left Mouse Button.
It is recommended to always use the lunge attack since the cooldown reduction of the short attack is barely noticeable and since it
has a longer reach.
Since Killers are faster than Survivors, you’ll catch up to Survivors
walking in a straight line quite easily. However, Survivors have
certain things they can use to put distance between them and the
Killer, the most important of which being Pallets and Windows.
Windows are opening in the walls that can be quickly vaulted over
by Survivors. Killers may also vault Windows, but in a slower
speed.
Pallets are wooden planks that can be dropped by Survivors.
Dropped Pallets can be vaulted over by Survivors and broken by
the Killer. Dropping a Pallet within range of the Killer will stun
them briefly.

Vaulting Windows is generally not worth it as a Killer since Killers
vault Windows at a much slower pace than Survivors. Going
around the Window is almost always a good idea.
As for Pallets, some Survivors will drop all the Pallets they go
through, in which case the best thing is to circle around all Pallets
and cut the Survivor off.
Other Survivors will camp the Pallets, seeking to get a stun on
the Killer. The way to counter this strategy is faking going around
the Pallet, backpedaling and lunging through the Pallet.

SACRIFICING SURVIVORS
In order to be sacrifice a Survivor, the Killer
must hook them three times or their sacrifice
bar must run out.
Once one of the above happens, the Survivor
will be sacrificed by the Entity and will be
eliminated from the Trial.
In order to hook them, the Killer must pick up
a downed Survivor and hang them on the
Hook. Killers see the locations of all Hooks in
the Map.

“What should I do once I hooked a Survivor?”
The best thing to do after hooking a Survivor is trying to find
another one, commonly by going back to patrolling Generators.
It is not recommended to stay in the vicinity of the Hook since
Survivors will have a lot of time to repair Generators while you’re
busy patrolling the Hook.

THE ENDGAME
Once all Generators have been repaired,
Survivors must open one of the Exit Gates
and escape. Killers see the locations of
both Exit Gates and patrolling them is a
good way of finding Survivors.
Killers may also open Exit Gates. When an
Exit Gate has been opened, the Endgame
Collapse is triggered.
Alternatively, if there is only one Survivor
remaining in the Trial, the others having
escaped or been sacrificed, an alternative
escape method becomes available for
Survivors, the Hatch.
The Hatch is a trapdoor on the floor that can be used for a
swift escape by Survivors. It can be closed by the Killer,
which will trigger the Endgame Collapse and power the Exit
Gates. The Survivor will then have to open one of the Exit
Gates and escape before the Endgame Collapse timer runs
out, or they’ll be sacrificed by the Entity.

The Endgame Collapse
The Endgame Collapse is triggered after an Exit
Gate has been opened or the Hatch has been
closed by the Killer. It triggers a two-minute timer
that can be seen at the top of one’s screen.

The timer is slowed down when a Survivor is
downed or hooked.

Once the timer runs out, all Survivors remaining in the
Trial will be automatically sacrificed by the Entity.

POWERS
Each Killer has a special ability that considerably affects their
gameplay, some of which having a high skill cap, other having a
lower one.

“What Killer should I start with?”
The Trapper is a very good pick since he has a
relatively low skill cap, isn’t part of any paid DLC
and has decent perks.

GAME MECHANICS

LOAD-OUT
The Load-Out is used by Players to equip
their Characters for the next Trial.

Perks
Perks are special abilities that can be
obtained by Killers and Survivors. Up to four
Perks can be equipped at once. Each
Characters has three unique Perks that can
be unlocked by leveling up the Character’s
Bloodweb.

Offerings
Offerings can have various effects, such as
increasing Bloodpoint rewards, granting
Killers special abilities, and changing the
ambiance of a Trial. They are limited to one
per Player.

Items
Survivors can equip a variety of useful Items
whose effects can be enhanced by equipping
Add-ons.

Add-ons
Add-ons are additions to Killer Powers and
Survivor Items. Up to two Add-ons can be
equipped at a time, and Add-ons are singleuse only.

CHARACTER PROGRESSION
The Bloodweb is the way to level up Characters in
Dead by Daylight. There Perks, Add-ons, Offerings
and Items can be bought.

The currency used to level up Characters is called
Bloodpoints. Bloodpoints can be earned in matches
by performing a plethora of actions. Bloodpoints are
capped at 1000000.
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SEE YOU IN THE FOG

